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actual engineering. “I love teaching it,” she 
said, “because they’re not jaded yet, they’re 
so eager to learn.” (The students remain vis-
ibly young at heart: one had inscribed on 
the rocket fins, “To Infinity and Beyond”; 
another, in Tiger orange, “ ’21”—the planned 
graduation year.) Perhaps united by their 
first-gen and low-income identities, groups 
of students who had completed their appa-
ratus prepared for a test together—calling 
out variables, leafing through a text, pro-

gressing through a tricky formula—with 
none of the ethnic self-segregation that 
sometimes arises in other campus settings. 

There is early evidence that all this care-
ful work pays off. Gonzalez cited a post-
FSI survey indicating a 26-percentage-point 
gain in students’ confidence in asking ques-
tions in class, a 34-point gain in talking to a 
professor, and more than doubling in confi-
dence in their ability to write course papers. 
Overall, students reported a 31-percentage-
point gain in confidence in their ability to 
have an academically successful freshman 
year.

Plenty of upperclass peers reinforce that 
growing optimism. As at Yale and George-
town, they serve as residential advisers dur-
ing the summer. At Princeton, they may also 
be summer “course fellows,” running sec-
tions and mentoring students. Those fellows 
are not only “approachable near-peers,” as 
Keith Shaw, director of transfer programs, 
put it, but also trained educators: FSI alum-
ni and others who choose to become “in-
stitute fellows” through the SIPF program 
benefit from regular, structured instruc-

tion in classroom teaching and pedagogical 
strategy within the McGraw Center. Their 
presence gives the FSI students immediate 
access to a multiyear cohort of Princeton 
undergraduates, many with backgrounds 
similar to their own, enabling informal con-
nections and conversations.

The fellows also conduct academic-year 
workshops for students, coordinated by 
Barton, on myriad aspects of that “hidden 
curriculum” on campus (how to apply for 

fellowships, par-
ticipate in a sec-
tion, write a re-
search proposal, 
and master the 
intangibles, like 
speaking “prof-
o-saurus” during 
casual conversa-
tion or office 
hours) and be-
yond (how to 
network, pre-
pare a résumé, 
and manage fi-
nances). Vol-
unteer faculty 

members help them substantively, and of-
ten participate in the sessions.

Barton has outlined a four-year sequence 
of experiences that help students choose 
concentrations, prepare for thesis research, 
and identify and pursue postgraduate plans. 
The fellows gain confidence and leadership 
skills that have increasingly propelled them, 
Gonzalez reports, to positions of leadership 
across campus—an outcome strongly sup-
ported by her peers at Georgetown and Yale. 

What might students learn from this wel-
ter of experiences? According to senior Jes-
sica Reed, “You are forced to learn to ask for 
help, and you are forced to collaborate”—
lessons about learning that might well apply 
to undergraduates everywhere.

How might harvard  and other colleges 
best address the needs of the students they 
are admitting from under-resourced high 
schools and families constrained in means? 
Is a five-day pre-orientation meaningful? 
Do certain students need a multiweek 
bridge program? Are there needs extend-
ing throughout the undergraduate years?

Rachel Gable, now at Virginia Common-
wealth University’s global education office, 
said her research in Cambridge and Wash-
ington, D.C., persuaded her that different in-

stitutions could pursue distinct approaches 
suited to their cultures. Georgetown’s cen-
tralized programming reflects both its Je-
suit tradition of service and what she called 
a “multicultural” theme, extending back a 
half-century: a recognition that groups of 
people differ, and are best served by devising 
programs tailored to their needs. Harvard 
has what she called a “liberal” approach, in 
the classical meaning of the word: each in-
dividual is to be treated as an individual. 
Thus, its preference for what she termed 
“capillary” programs and resources, such 
as enhanced peer advising and training for 
academic advisers who are available to all 
students, in the expectation that each will 
benefit in personally suitable ways.

Evangelists for substantial, centralized 
programs—Foy at Georgetown, Princeton’s 
Gonzalez—argue that their efforts focused 
on cohorts of first-generation and low-in-
come students will, over time, spread across 
their communities, changing their cultures. 
Whether the programs are “capillary” or 
narrower in focus, faculty members agree 
that virtually all students today could ben-
efit from efforts to highlight the co-curric-
ular and soft skills that contribute to every 
student’s academic performance, and im-
pel improvements in teaching. To the extent 
that these initiatives derive from admitting 
more economically diverse students and as-
suring that they can thrive once on campus, 
they of course promote more inclusive in-
teractions among undergraduates whose life 
circumstances vary more widely than ever 
before. So far, no campus appears the worse 
for trying.  vjohn s. rosenberg

“Disappointing”  
Endowment Returns— 
and a Protracted  
Restructuring
On september 19,  Harvard Management 
Company (HMC) CEO N.V. Narvekar re-
ported an 8.1 percent investment return on 
endowment assets during fiscal year 2017, 
ended last June 30, observing bluntly, “Our 
performance is disappointing and not where 
it needs to be.” Although the positive re-
turn (after investment expenses) reverses 
the prior-year negative 2.0 percent return, 
HMC’s gains substantially trailed peers’ 
reported results. Taking into account the 

Members of Harvard’s First Generation 
Student Union advocate a summer bridge 
or pre-orientation preparation.
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investment return, the distribution of funds 
for the University’s operating budget, and 
gifts received, the endowment was valued 
at $37.1 billion at the end of the fiscal year, 
up 3.9 percent from $35.7 billion at the end of 
fiscal 2016—but barely above the peak value 
(not adjusted for inflation) of $36.9 billion at 
the end of fiscal 2008, before the financial 
crisis and recession. 

The University is growing (Harvard’s 
expenses were $4.7 billion in fiscal 2016, up 
from $3.5 billion in fiscal 2008), and its finan-
cial model assumes a rising stream of funds 
available for distribution from the endow-
ment each year. Of late, that 
distribution has accounted 
for 36 percent of Harvard’s 
operating revenue—about as 
much as the next two sources, 
sponsored research support (21 
percent) and tuition and fees 
(17 percent), combined. In the 
meantime, inflation erodes 
the endowment’s value (to 
the tune of $5 billion in lost 
purchasing power during that 
period; see harvardmag.com/
congress-queries-16). So it is 
especially worrying that tep-
id investment performance is 
sapping endowment growth 
even in nominal terms, espe-
cially during the recent robust 
gift-giving, spurred by The 
Harvard Campaign, which has 
augmented endowment funds by 
several hundred million dollars 
annually. 

Narvekar was appointed 
CEO in September 2016 and ar-
rived at HMC last December, charged with 
overhauling the organization and its strat-
egies to overcome persistent underperfor-
mance (see harvardmag.com/narvekar-16). 
Through the end of fiscal 2016, HMC’s av-
erage annualized investment return for the 
prior decade was 5.7 percent, well below 
the University’s 8.0 percent planning as-
sumption. That goal, if achieved, would 
accommodate distributing about 5 percent 
of endowment value each year, to pay for 
teaching and research, and earning a 3 per-
cent margin to offset inflation, thus preserv-
ing the endowment’s purchasing power. On 
an endowment corpus of $37 billion, falling 
2.3 percentage points short of the return ob-
jective amounts to about $900 million of un-
realized endowment value in a single year—

a sum that compounds with reinvestment.
Narvekar’s initial annual report explained 

HMC’s recent results in broad terms, and 
then sketched the sweeping actions under 
way that are intended to boost performance 
in the long term.

• Recent results. During fiscal 2017, he wrote 
wrote, “Performance reflects strong returns 
from public equity, private equity, and our 
direct real-estate platform, while natural 
resources experienced a challenging year.” 
That general comment on public- and pri-
vate-equity and real-estate results was con-
sistent with other endowments’ reported 

returns: 14.6 percent at Dartmouth, 12.4 
percent for the University of Virginia, and 
14.3 percent at the perennially strong MIT, 
whose endowment has grown from $9.9 bil-
lion at the end of fiscal 2008 to $14.8 billion 
now. (Princeton, Stanford, and Yale, peers 
with similar endowments, had not reported 
results by the time this issue went to press.) 
During the year, according to the Wilshire 
Trust Universe Comparison Service, median 
returns for large endowments were in the 
range of 12 percent to nearly 14 percent.

What accounted for the shortfall at 
HMC? Narvekar didn’t say. Ending past 
practice (see the fiscal 2016 reporting format 
at harvardmag.com/endowment-drop-16), 
he will no longer detail how the endowment 
is invested, returns by asset class, perfor-

mance versus market benchmarks—or, ap-
parently, even five- and 10-year rates of re-
turn. That decision reflects internal changes 
under which HMC intends to manage the 
endowment as a whole, rather than by dis-
crete asset classes (see below). But it does 
make it more difficult for outside observ-
ers to have a sense of the operation; for in-
stance, since the rate of return is calculated 
on a time-weighted basis (reflecting when 
HMC disburses funds to the University and 
when gifts are received), external analysts 
will no longer be able to calculate long-term 
rates of return that are comparable to the 

prior format, unless the man-
agement company decides to 
do so in the future.

The University’s annual 
financial report, published 
each autumn (after this issue 
closed), may provide further 
guidance. It details the invest-
ment return (perhaps $2.5 bil-
lion to $3. billion this year), the 
operating distribution (per-
haps $1.8 billion), and gifts re-
ceived (perhaps $500 million), 
yielding the $1.4-billion growth 
in endowment value during 
the year. It also shows assets 
by category for the General 
Investment Account, which 
does not align exactly with 
the endowment.

At the end of fiscal 2016, nat-
ural-resources holdings were 
valued at $3.6 billion. Narve-
kar observed that for years 
HMC’s internally managed 
program “generated strong 

returns” (investing in timberland and re-
lated assets, for instance). “At this stage,” he 
wrote, “while most assets remain attractive, 
a few have significant challenges” and the 
board of directors “took some markdowns 
on value prior to my arrival, and we have 
taken more markdowns in fiscal year 2017, 
which meaningfully impacted our results.”

Absent any quantification from him and 
whatever information may be gleaned from 
the forthcoming financial report, if HMC 
wrote down natural-resources assets by 30 
percent in fiscal 2017, that would reduce re-
ported returns by about $1 billion—enough 
to reduce the total investment return by 
about 3 percentage points. Nor did HMC 
break out additional one-time restructuring 
costs—such as severance payments or losses 
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Endowment Growth—and Rising Distributions
With the long-term growth of the endowment, Harvard has 
become progressively more reliant on endowment distributions 
to fund its academic operations.
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(if any) on the sale of some private-equity 
and real-estate investments late in the fiscal 
year—that may have affected the reported 
investment return, and therefore the value 
of the endowment, this year. (Given the en-
dowment’s size, any such costs, if incurred, 
may not be material, and therefore may not 
have to be reported.)

As a back-of-the-envelope calculation, an 
estimated natural-resources write-down 
and the other expense factors might im-
ply a 3-percentage-point penalty, leaving 
HMC’s 8.1 percent reported return still 2 
to 3 percentage points behind the best peers’ 
results. Although Narvekar emphasizes that 
raw investment performance is not the right 
comparative metric, since each institution’s 
risk tolerance, investment aims, and port-
folio must be tailored to its own objectives 
and financial needs, he still characterized 
HMC’s result as disappointing. Hence the 
need for corrective action.

•   Restructuring report. This past January, he 
signaled sweeping changes in HMC’s orga-
nization and strategies—including signifi-
cant reductions in personnel and the hiring 
of new senior managers (details available at 
harvardmag.com/hmc-overhaul17). He sig-
naled then that “transforming HMC’s orga-
nization and portfolio is a five-year process.”

His September report indicates the scope 
of the overhaul he has undertaken, proceed-
ing from his conclusion that “The endow-
ment’s returns are a symptom of deep struc-
tural problems at HMC and the resultant 
significant issues in the portfolio. These 
matters have challenged HMC for years….”

Outsiders may be surprised by the scope 
of the resulting changes. In a take-your-
breath-away summary paragraph, Narve-
kar wrote that since “the time had come for 
an aggressive plan to restructure HMC and 
create the necessary organizational and in-
vestment culture,”

[M]y first seven months included 
establishing a generalist investment 
model, recruiting new senior in-
vestment team members, integrat-
ing existing team members from the 
previous silo model and new team 
members (including myself ) into our 
generalist model, spinning off various 
internal platforms and preparing to 
spin off others, rebuilding our invest-
ment processes and analytics, creat-
ing a new risk framework, generating 
meaningful liquidity, and designing 
our new compensation framework.

When these changes are fully effect-
ed, the endowment will be entrusted to a 
small team of senior professionals—per-
haps a couple dozen in all—discussing op-
portunities and risks across the universe 
of investment options and making com-
mitments for the endowment as a whole. 
(See a detailed report at harvardmag.com/
hmc-summary-17.)

Those new HMC investment profession-
als will have to establish new relationships 
with external money managers—a pressing 

priority after the many changes in HMC’s 
leadership during the past decade, and its in-
vesting constraints in the wake of the large 
endowment losses in 2008 and 2009. More-
over, illiquid assets are customarily tied up 
for multiyear periods (the time it takes for a 
private-equity investment in a company to 
be made and sold, or to develop and lease a 
real-estate development). Even with the sales 
of assets effected last June to provide liquid 
funds for new investments, there is a limit to 
the volume of commitments Narvekar and his 
team can and would confidently make in the 
near term. From external managers’ perspec-
tive, too, it can take years to put newly raised 
funds to work. So the transition period he 
invoked last winter may well extend beyond 
the five-year interval he sketched.

In the meantime, HMC’s board and the 
Harvard Corporation will have to define the 
University’s risk tolerance. Harvard differs 
significantly from peers like Penn, Stanford, 
and Yale, which own and operate large hos-
pital systems; and from Princeton, given its 
minuscule professional-school component. 

And at some point, Narvekar, his board, 
and the University will have to determine 
whether it is realistic to project long-term 
annualized returns of 8 percent. The stakes 
are significant: reducing the return assump-
tion to 7 percent could imply a 20-percent-
age-point reduction in the funds distribut-
ed to the faculties (from 5 percent of the 
endowment market value to 4 percent): a 
shock if imposed suddenly, or a longer-term 
concern if phased in over time.

All those issues loom over HMC’s re-

structuring. “In a perfect world,” Narvekar 
wrote, “we would have moved through these 
changes over a much longer period. How-
ever, given the time needed for these changes 
to impact results, the HMC board of direc-
tors and I strongly believe that HMC will be 
in a far better position by moving quickly. 
We have done so.”

Given fiscal 2016 investment losses and 
tepid 2017 returns, deans will receive level 
endowment distributions next year, and ex-
pected minimal gains in fiscal 2019. To ease 
the pain, the Corporation has decided to 
budget 2.5 percent to 4.5 percent increases 
for fiscal 2019 to 2021, beginning with the 
lower figure in the first year—stabilizing 
guidance during Harvard’s presidential and 
HMC’s transitions.

In light of the leverage represented by en-
hancing HMC’s returns over time—and the 
fundamental importance of those returns to 
the University’s academic mission—Narve-
kar and his colleagues continue to have the 
most important financial jobs at Harvard.
 vjohn s. rosenberg

The HMC transition period Narvekar invoked 
may well extend beyond five years.

News Briefs
Centered on Community
With natural disaster  (Hurricane 
Harvey) and cultural confrontation (in 
Charlottesville and elsewhere) occupying 
the national conversation, Harvard leaders 
chose to focus on this community’s purpos-
es and values as they welcomed the College 
class of 2021 and the new academic year.

Speaking at Freshman Convocation on Au-
gust 29, President Drew Faust drew on a fa-
vorite anecdote (“It was on this annual occa-

sion of welcoming the incoming College class 
that a former dean of the Faculty of Arts and 
Sciences, the late Jeremy Knowles, described 
what he saw as the most important goal of 
higher education. It was, he said, to ensure 
that graduates can recognize when someone 
is talking rot”) to draw some lessons for the 
new circumstances. “In recent weeks we’ve 
seen threats of global nuclear war, frighten-
ing examples of extreme weather, devastat-
ing acts of terrorism…and chilling instances 
of hatred, racism, anti-Semitism, and violence 
at an American college town not so different 
from this one,” she said. “What should a uni-
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